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Abstra t
This paper investigates the stru tural and strategi determinants of rm
growth using a unique data set for Fren h rms employing between 10 and 250
employees in 1997 and a tive over the period 1997-2007. Starting from the idea
that rm growth is not only a random pro ess but that some regularities may be
emphasized, we onsider a growth model that ombines dierent elements presented as determinant in the rm's growth path. Results based on two families
of multinomial logit model does not onrm the on lusions about the ex lusive role played by the previous size. In addition, thanks to the referen es to
legal stru ture, market share and lo alization, one observes these variables shape
strongly the individual growth path. However environment and stru tural elements are not the only elements to fo us on in order to provide an explanation
of the employment growth rate at the rm level. Strategi fa tors matter too. In
parti ular we demonstrate, the ru ial role of labor osts and nan ial stru ture
as explanatory variables of rm growth.
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1 Introdu tion
The literature on the growth of rms was initiated in 1931, with the publi ation of
Robert Gibrat's PhD. thesis entitled Inégalités É onomiques. Gibrat (1931) was the
rst to present a formal model of rm growth and industry stru ture that

ontinues

to inuen e industrial organization analysis today. His methodology is based on the
assumption that during ea h period, the growth rate for ea h rm in a market is an
independent, identi ally distributed random variable (for a dis ussion of this assumption, see Sutton 1997) what laun hed the law of proportional ee t, whi h stated that
the expe ted in rease in rm size is proportional to the
substantial in rease in resear h volume, and a

urrent size. However, despite

onsiderable amount of empiri al works,

re ent reviews of the literature suggest that little is still known about the phenomenon
and a lot remains to be done (Storey 1994, Wi klund 1999).
The purpose of this paper is to enlighten the growth pro ess by following a

ohort

of rms identied as being SMEs in 1997. One possible way to address this question is
to fo us on Gibrat's Law in order to determine whether it is admissible or not. A big
bun h of literature pro eeds this way. One part onrms Gibrat's intuition demonstrating that rm's growth follows a random pro ess (Geroski 2005) but a growing number
of re ent empiri al studies
law (Santarelli and

ontest this point of view, showing the limits of Gibrat's

al. 2003, Rossi-Hansberg and Wright 2007), mainly be

ause of the

statisti al properties of the data. Firstly, the varian e of rm size does not tend to
innity

ontrary to results implied by Gibrat's model (Kale ki 1945). Furthermore,

the distribution of growth rates is not normally distributed, but instead resembles the
Lapla e or symmetri

exponential sin e growth is not equally distributed amongst

rms of dierent sizes (Diaz-Hermelo and Vassolo 2007, Rei htein and Jensen 2005).
Whilst a 'weak' version of Gibrat's law merely supposes that expe ted growth rate
is independent of rm size, stronger versions of Gibrat's law imply a range of other
issues. For example, Chesher (1979) reje ts Gibrat's law due to the existen e of an
auto orrelation stru ture in the growth sho ks.

Bottazzi and Se

hi (2006a) reje t

it too on the basis of a negative relationship between growth rate varian e and rm
size. That is why, looking

arefully at the distribution of rms size and growth rate,

several re ent resear hes establish that rm size usually experien es a slight reversion
to the mean (Sutton 1997, for a review). Many papers aim hen e at demonstrating
that growth is the result of the

ombination of dierent fa tors ranging from nan ial

to environmental ones in luding produ tive and te hni al elements.
Considering then that growth is everything but a random pro ess, this paper aims
at identifying the key determinants of the growth rate using a

ohort of 12 811 rms

a tive over the period 1997-2007 whose a

ounts books are available for every year.

All of these rms were SMEs in 1997 and

an either grow or diminish over the time.

Turning towards a literature that refers to the determinants of rm's growth, we
propose a

omprehensive resear h in this eld putting all together main streams in

rm growth analysis (see Wi klund and
as the result of a

al. 2009).

We thus

on eive the growth of rm

ombination of variables whose some are inspired by the resour e

based view inherited from Edith Penrose. That takes into a

ount the environment

of the rm thanks to industry and market wide variables. Some others determinants
integrate entrepreneurial orientation given by shareholders perspe tive and

ontrol.

From this perspe tive, we build an integrative multivariate model that embeds a set of
variables representing ea h eld. Two versions of generalized logit model are
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ompared:

a pooled mulinomial logit model and an hybrid multinomial logit model that takes into
a

ount the longitudinal nature of the data. The results show, whatever the te hnique

used, that growth rate does not depend only upon the previous size but that other
variables whose inuen e varies a

ording their status

ount too.

This leads us to

understate the Gibrat's hypothesis, sin e initial size matters. However, the impa t of
this variable is small and almost the same whatever the growth level
weakens our reje tion.

onsidered whi h

Stru tural variable su h as industry, lo alization, age, and

market size intervene as the major determinants of growth in employment. They are
ompleted by strategi
stru ture.

The

results thus of a

hoi es

on erning the pro ess of produ tion and the nan ial

onjun ture matters also.

At an individual level, the growth rate

ombination of variables that shape the rm's growth path and whose

stru ture diers a
pro eeds as follows.

ording to the rhythm of growth.
First se tion

The organization of the paper

onsists in a brief overview of the literature that

gives the grounds to develop our hypotheses.

Se ond se tion presents the data and

the methodology. The empiri al results are shown and dis ussed in se tion three. We
on lude

onsidering the impli ations of the study.

2 The theoreti al and empiri al literature on rm's
growth: the state of art
Growth is sometimes regarded as the most important, reliable and easily a
ble measure of a rm's performan e (Wi klund 1999, Delmar 1997).
a

essi-

As growth is

omplex and multidimensional phenomenon (Weinzimmer 1993), a purely internal

approa h, limited to the impa t of the resour es, negle ts the predi tion potential of
variables linked to the rm, the strategy, the environment and the intera tions between
these dierent types of variables. A really exhaustive presentation of the possible fa tors at the origin of rm's growth has been done by Coad (2007b). We only depi t
here the sets of variables that determine the growth pro ess introdu ing a dieren e
between environment and stru tural fa tors on one hand (2.1) and strategi

elements

ontrolled at the rm level on the other (2.2).

2.1
2.1.1

Stru tural variables
Lo ation

Many external fa tors may inuen e the growth of the rm.

The population e ol-

ogy theory suggests that organizational survival and performan e are determined by
environmental sele tion (Aldri h 1979, Hannan and Freeman 1977). The founding
ditions (Carroll and Hannan 1989, Stin h ombe 1965) and the

on-

hara teristi s of the

environment have an important role in explaining organizational growth. For example,
Carlsson (2002) or Davidsson and Henreksson (2002) found that institutional fa tors,
su h as regulations, taxation, s ienti

resour es or

growth of independent businesses. In a broader

suggest that variations in national environments a
hanges. Sin e the

apital availability, may ae t the

ontext, Shane and Kolvereid (1995)
ounted for almost all performan e

onjun ture and the general tenden ies of the environment

be ignored in proposing an explanation of the growth pro ess (Davidsson and

annot

al. 2002),

we assume here that the lo ation has a potential inuen e on rm growth. To support
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this idea one

an quote Storey (1994) that has argued that rm lo ation may be im-

portant determining growth sin e the lo al market binds rms. We are thus allowed
to formulate a rst hypothesis a

ording to:

H1A: Lo al market size positively ae ts rm growth.
It is nevertheless possible that in many

ases the lo al market binds rm growth,

but a rm does not ne essarily restrain its sales to its lo al market. Therefore, the diversi ation into alternative geographi

markets, su h as nation-wide and international

markets, will have an impa t on growth instead of the rm's lo ation. The relationship between rm growth and export has been extensively analyzed in literature sin e
the mid 1990s. Wagner (2007) surveys 45 mi roe onometri
33

ountries published between 1995 and 2004. He

studies with data from

on ludes that exporters are more

produ tive than non-exporters, and that the more produ tive rms self-sele t into the
export markets, while exporting does not ne essarily improve produ tivity (
However empiri al works fail in supporting a unique view

ibid.).

on erning the relation-

ship between exportation and growth at the rm level. This question is di ult to
answer by simply observing the

orrelation between exports and rm performan e in

existing datasets, be ause exporting may be the

onsequen e, and not the

ause of high

rm produ tivity (Melitz 2003). By the way, theoreti al and empiri al literature nds
a two-way

ausal relationship between e ien y and export status (Aw and Hwang

al.

1995, Clerides and

1998). The dilemma and the resulting apparent

is often resolved, as in Be

hetti and Trovato (2002),

al and empiri al literature nds a two-way

ontradi tion

onsidering that sin e theoreti-

ausal relationship between e ien y and

export status it legitimates the introdu tion of exports as an additional explanatory
variable of growth.

That is why, still following Be

hetti and Trovato (2002) that

brought some eviden e of the positive relationship between a

ess to export markets

and growth for rms employing more than 100 workers, we introdu e an additional
hypothesis.
H1B: Exports positively ae t rm growth.

2.1.2

Industry

Broadly speaking, the population e ology literature emphasizes the prevalen e of
industry-spe i

fa tors in explaining growth of rms, be ause they share the same

resour es pool. In fa t, from S hmalensee (1985) an important body of empiri al work
has sought to examine the relative impa t of industry on rm's performan es (see for
example Rumelt 1991, and M Gahan and Porter

1997). The results obtained dier

onsiderably in relative magnitude estimates, a fa t that may be attributed to dierent
samples, operationalization of measures, and e onometri

spe i ation employed.

Most of the literature nevertheless admits that the growth of rms varies a ross
se tors and highlights several reasons to expe t su h a relationship. For instan e, rms
in high-te hnology industries may have high growth rates due to the rapid pa e of
te hnologi al progress and the apparition of new produ ts, whi h may have an impa t
on the growth patterns of rms in dierent industries (Pavitt 1984). Being often shaped
by se tor-spe i

onsiderations,

ompetition and

on entration also strengthen the

link between the growth of rms and industry.
Seminal works in this vein are due to Audrets h and Mahmood (1994) and Audrets h (1995) that provide eviden e that industry growth has a positive ee t on
rm growth. Following them, several s holars
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on lude that the more dynami

indus-

tries are, the higher the number of growing rms
2000, Jovanovi

1982). A more surprising result

analysis of a sample of Ohio establishments.
signi ant, they

an be found (Carroll and Hannan

omes from Gabe and Kraybill (2002)

Albeit the results of the tests are not

on lude that the growth of rms is positively asso iated with the

average size of plants in the same 2-digit industry.
We take thus into

onsideration the linkage between the industry and the rate of

growth measured at the rm level but as a

ontrol variable only, to assess possible

dieren es among industrial subse tors. That is why no hypothesis is presented there.
We only expe t to observe a signi ant relationship between the industry and the
dependent variable.

2.1.3

Previous size

The basi

tenet underlying Gibrat's Law is that the growth rate of a given rm is

independent of its initial size at the beginning of the examined period (Gibrat 1931). In
other words, the probability of a given proportionate

hange in size during a spe ied

period is the same for all rms in a given industry - regardless of their size at the
beginning of the period (Manseld 1962, p. 1031).
We do not support this point of view however. Indeed, a large and growing body of
resear h reports a negative relationship between size and growth. We

an mention the

work by Kumar (1985) and Dunne and Hughes (1994) for quoted UK manufa turing
rms, Hall (1987), AmirKhalkhali and Mukhopadhyay (1993) and Bottazzi and Se

hi

(2003) for quoted US manufa turing rms (see also Evans 1987a for US manufa turing
rms of a somewhat smaller size), Gabe and Kraybill (2002) for establishments in Ohio,
and Goddard and

al. (2002) for quoted Japanese manufa

turing rms. The reason is

that in manufa turing industries, substantial sunk

osts and high

determine the presen e of high s ale e onomies. A

ordingly, the

or negative growth for small rms in su h industries are elevated

apital investment
onsequen es of low
osts, leading to a

lower probability of survival.
As a result of this survival bias, surviving small rms in su h industries have systemati ally higher rates of growth than their larger

ounterparts, resulting in a violation of

Gibrat's Law of Proportionate Ee t. Some empiri al investigations into Gibrat's law
have fo used on the servi es industry. The results, however, often

onrm those got-

ten for manufa turing industry: they exhibit a negative relationship between size and
expe ted growth rate for servi es too (see Variyan and Kraybill 1992, Johnson and
1999, Piergiovanni et

al. 2002) Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that in some

a weak version of Gibrat's law

annot be

al.

ases

onvin ingly reje ted, sin e there appears to

be no signi ant relationship between expe ted growth rate and size (see the analyses provided by Bottazzi and

al.

2009 for Fren h manufa turing rms, Drou opoulos

1983 for the world's largest rms, and Audrets h and

al.

2004 for small-s ale Dut h

servi es).
Notwithstanding these latter studies, however, we a knowledge that in most
a negative relationship between rm size and growth is observed.
in a

ases

Moreover, and

ordan e with Manseld's third rendition, a threshold ee t is however often

reminded by the authors that introdu e a dieren e a

ording to rms' size. One of

the rst papers in this eld is due to Mowery (1983). He analyzes two samples of rms,
one of whi h

ontains small rms while the other

ontains large rms. Gibrat's law is

seen to hold in the latter sample, whereas mean reversion is observed in the former.
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A similar result is rea hed by Hart and Oulton (1996). Considering a large sample of
UK rms, they observe a mean reversion in the pooled data whereas a de omposition
of the sample a

ording to size

lasses reveals no relation between size and growth for

the larger rms. In the same vein, results reported by Be

hetti and Trovato (2002)

for Italian manufa turing rms, and Geroski and Gugler (2004) for large European
rms also nd that the growth of large rms is independent of their size, although
in luding smaller rms in the analysis introdu es a dependen e of growth on size.
The general nding of empiri al studies dealing with su h industries is that rms'
growth is not equi-proportional, sin e smaller rms grow at a higher rate
with their larger

ompared

ounterparts. One should then sti k to Caves (1998) remarks that

Gibrat's law holds for rms above a
growth rates de rease with size.

ertain size threshold, whilst for smaller rms

Looking at a sample

ing more than 10 and less that 250 employees, we

omposed of SMEs employ-

an then formulate the following

assumption:
H2: The size negatively impa ts the rate of growth.

2.1.4

In

Age

onne tion with the previous linkage, the relationship between a rm's age and its

growth rate has also been frequently investigated. One of the rst empiri al studies
about the inuen e of age on growth was made by Fizaine (1968), who examined the
growth of enterprises from the Fren h

ounty of Bou hes-du-Rhne.

She

on luded

rstly that age has a negative ee t on the growth of establishments, and also older
the rm, smaller the varian e of growth. Almost twenty years before Evans (1987a),
Fizaine (1968) brought some eviden e about the

ausality between the two variables.

Whereas many investigations into rm growth based on Gibrat's law
the

onsidered that

ausality goes from size to growth, Fizaine demonstrated that the reverse is true.

The same result was rea hed by Dunne and
they

al. (1989).

Analyzing US establishments

on lude that the expe ted growth rate on one hand and the growth varian e on

the other de rease with age.
This last nding is

onsistent with the idea that rms gradually learn their relative

e ien y in the market after entry and need to grow at a higher rate if they want
to survive (Jovanovi

1982, Geroski 1995, Baldwin and Raquzzaman 1995).

This

presentation of the existing literature about the relationship between age and growth
rate would not be
that

omplete without quoting the paper by Bro k and Evans (1989)

ontrasts with the other results pointing out two regimes a

ording to the rm's

size. They found that rm growth de reases with rm age for rms with fewer than 25
employees, but in reases with rm age for rms with more than 25 employees. Given
that our sample

onsists of rms employing more than 10 workers, we would merely

expe t to nd a negative relationship between growth and age of the rm what leads
to formulate a third hypothesis su h as:
H3: Firm growth de reases with rm age.

2.1.5

Legal form and management stru ture

Several fa tors

an explain the asso iation between legal form and rm growth. For

instan e, listed

ompanies have the ability to issue sto k and their sto kholders have

the freedom to resell their shares. This ability fa ilitates the pro ess of raising

apital

for expansion. Su h a dieren e however does not t with the analysis of SMEs growth.
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But without

onsidering listed

ompanies, it is also possible to assume that legal status

has an inuen e and rms with limited liability have signi antly higher growth rates
in

omparison with other

this possibility
a

ompanies (Harho and

al. 1998).

onsidering what is nowadays presented as a

We just enlarge and adapt
lear

ut between the rms

ording to their legal form, i.e., the fa t to belong to a group or to be independent.

Legal status is however quite di ult to adopt.
The fa t of being in orporated into a group drasti ally

hanges the strategi

be-

havior and the be oming of a rm as shown by Thollon-Pommerol (1990). Taking into
a

ount su h a

hara teristi

is essential in an empiri al analysis providing that groups

of rms have be ome one of the salient fa ts in the transformation of produ tive system (Pi art 2006). Ownership stru ture ae t growth, when this latter is taken at the
plant-level. Eviden e suggests that the expe ted growth rate of a plant de lines with
size for plants owned by single-plant rms but in reases with size for plants owned by
multi-plant rms (Dunne and

al. 1989).

H4: Firms embedded in business groups have a higher rate of growth than independent ones.

2.2

E onomi

and produ tive variables

The papers by Harho and

al. (1998), Be

hetti and Trovato (2002) initiated resear hes

on a multivariate empiri al analysis of rm's growth. Showing that the rate of growth
for a sample of Italian SMEs is not due to
and other variables. We refer to their

han e, they enhan e the role of nan e

on lusions and, more generally, to the resour e

based view to introdu e additional explanatory variables.

2.2.1

Produ tivity

The relationship between produ tivity and rm's growth has been abundantly disussed by the literature. An early dis ussion of the subje t

an be found in Penrose

(1995), who suggested that rm growth leads to de reases in produ tivity above a
ertain growth rate (the `Penrose ee t'). On the opposite, when applied at the rm
level, the Kaldor-Verdoorn

on ept of 'dynami

du tivity growth is positively

in reasing returns'

onsider that pro-

orrelated to rm growth. Expanding rms may invest

in new te hnologies and learn about more e ient methods of produ tion. Evolutionary theory (Met alfe 1994) strengthens this idea assuming that the most produ tive
rms will grow in size as a result of resour e reallo ation from less to more produ tive
rms. However, this assumption does not seem to be borne out by empiri al work.
Baily and

al.

(1996) observe that, among plants with in reasing labor produ tivity

between 1977 and 1987, rms that grew in terms of employees were balan ed out by
rms that de reased employment. Similarly, using a database of Italian manufa turing rms, Bottazzi and

al.

(2002, 2006) fail to nd a robust relationship between

produ tivity and growth, whereas Disney and

al. (2003) put on light a negative inter-

a tion in allo ation of market share between establishments a
This

on lusion is

onrmed by Coad and Broekel (2007) a

ording to produ tivity.

ording to, if employment

growth is negatively asso iated with subsequent growth of produ tivity, this result is
however sensitive to the

hoi e of produ tivity indi ator.

Considering that rm's growth requires e ient produ tive resour es and that labor tends to migrate from less produ tive industries to those industries with relatively
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better performan es, we assume that rm's growth depends positively on labor produ tivity, as highlight by the Kaldor-Verdoorn law.
H5: The labor produ tivity positively impa ts the rate of growth.

2.2.2

Finan ial resour es

Besides resear hes taking into a

ount produ tion fa tors in the rm's growth pro ess,

Marris and Wood (1971) introdu ed nan ial resour es
of rms growth.
They

onstraints as a determinant

A large diversity in the nature of nan ial means is introdu ed.

ould be found through in retained earnings, borrowing, and new issues of sto k

shares. At a national level, Rajan and Zingales (1998) found that industrial se tors
with a great need for external nan e grow substantially less in
well developed nan ial markets.

ountries without

This work indu ed a large number of subsequent

omparative resear hes; mu h less studies have however in luded measures of nan ial
resour es on empiri al resear h of rm growth. An important ex eption
Be

omes with

hetti and Trovato (2002). They tested the ee t of the leverage ratio of the rm

on one hand and nan ial

onstraint on the other on growth.

They

on lude that

while the ee t of the leverage ratio is not signi ant, the qualitative dummy variable
representing nan e shortage proved to be an important restraint on growth.
The same ambiguity

hara terizes the results found by Fagiolo and Luzzi (2006).

Investigating the evolution over time of the distributions of size and growth,
ing on liquidity

onstraints and/or age, they suggest that liquidity

ondition-

onstraints do not

seem to engender a strongly negative impa t on rm growth in any given year. However, the methodology used inuen es
liquidity

learly the

on lusion: the negative impa t of

onstraints on rm growth is quite strong in the pooled sample but be omes

un lear when one disaggregates over time.
A

ording that

redit shortage

onstrains rm's growth due to limited investment,

and, more generally, that nan ial resour es la k redu es possibilities of long term
development, we state:
H6: External nan ial resour es have a positive inuen e on rm growth.

2.2.3

Finan ial performan e

Resear h into the relationship between nan ial performan e and rm expansion rests
upon the idea that nan ial performan e is able to boost growth sin e it attra ts external sour es of nan ing. In this perspe tive, Chen and

al. (1985) introdu

ed prots

instead of availability of external sour es of nan ing as an explanatory variable of the
rate of growth. They justify their hoi e

onsidering that investors base their de isions

on present and expe ted future values of prots or ratios of other nan ial variables
on prots. They usually

onsider rms with high returns as a se ure investment. The

prin iple of growth of the tter applies thus.

It means that rms would

ompete

for growth opportunities, and sele tive pressures would attribute these growth opportunities dis riminating in favor of the most produ tive rms.
would be some sort of dynami

In this way, there

e ient reallo ation at work, whereby an e onomy's

s ar e resour es are redistributed to those rms that are able to employ them most
e iently (Coad 2007a). Firm expansion

an then be expe ted to respond to nan ial

performan e.
Empiri al resear h in this evolutionary

ontext is sparse, however. Coad (2007b)

nds a statisti ally signi ant relationship between nan ial performan e and sales
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growth for Fren h manufa turing rms. In this view, in a
rms

ompetitive environment

ontinuously look for growth opportunities, they are in a

ontinual struggle to

grow, and only those with superior nan ial performan e will be able to gain additional market share. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the
empiri al analysis remains questionable. Coad
useful to

oe ient exhibited by the

on ludes indeed that it may be more

onsider a rm's prot rate and its subsequent growth rate as entirely inde-

pendent (2007a: 385). The same result is rea hed from the analysis of Italian rms
by Bottazzi and

al.

(2006). Insofar the

oe ients on nan ial performan e are sta-

tisti ally signi ant, we test the hypothesis of a positive relationship between realized
prot and the rm growth rate.
H7: The sign of protability is expe ted to be positive.

3 Data and methodology
The data base used in this paper
rst one

onsists in the a

ount books provided by the enterprise annual survey (En-

quête annuelle d'entreprises,)
and E onomi

Studies (

omes from a merger of dierent Fren h sour es. The

insee).

olle ted by the Fren h National Institute of Statisti s
This database is exhaustive for rms employing more

than 20 workers in industry and more than 10 in servi es. To be able to
nan ial dimension, we
Dijk whi h

ombines balan e sheets, prot and loss a

des ribing the

ope with a

ompleted it with the Diane database provided by Bureau Van

orporate stru ture. That produ es a

ount as well as other elements

ohort of 12 811 rms a tive from

siren) are available, data ompiled
onne tions survey (lifi database).

1997 to 2007. Sin e business registration numbers (
in the survey
For ea h

an be mat hed with the nan ial

ompany, it is thus possible to know the main number of shareholders and

the majority interests in other

3.1

ompanies.

Dataset and des ription of the variables

A wide variety of rm growth indi ators have been used in the literature, su h as sales
and employment (Delmar 1997, Weinzimmer and

al.

1998).

In this paper we favor

the employment measure although it might not be an obje tive the entrepreneur seeks
to maximize. Its advantage
and a

omes from it insensitivity to pri e variations,

ounting problems that

urren y

an be huge over a ten years period. However,

hoi e

of an appropriate growth index is also subje t to dis ussion (Wooden and Hawke
2000, Bir h 1987). Some use relative growth (Be k and
hange (Rosenberg 2004), a
and the Bir h-S hreyer

al. 2008), annual logarithmi
al. 2002)

entered dieren e of logarithms (Bottazzi and

riteria (Bir h 1987, S hreyer 2000). As none of the proposed

measures is neutral (Julien and

al. 1998), we have explored the four indi

ators. They

are presented in gure 1 below.
The dependent variable,

Gowth, adopted in this paper is the annual growth rate in

the number of employees for the i-th rm over the period 1997-2007. The similarity
of the results and the sensibility of the Bir h-S hreyer index to extreme values visible
with the strong volatility (gure 1 bellow) lead us to present only the models in whi h
the dependent variable is an annual growth rate measured by a dieren e of logarithms.
Two groups of expli ative variables, one in luding environment and stru tural variable, the other

onsisting of a set of rm level variables are build up.
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Figure 1: Growth rate indi ators

Stru tural and environment variables

Ind

are

m-1

industry dummies based on the Fren h industry

lassi ation, review no.

1, 2003 (Nomen lature d'A tivités Françaises NAF révision 1, 2003) we
s ope of industry

omprising eight se tions (see Table 1 below).

Area

an dene a

are

n-1

ma ro-

area dummies (n=1, ..., 6) for rms lo ated respe tively in Île-de-Fran e (Paris region
as a referen e), North-East, North West, South-East, South-West, and Center areas.

Size

is a lagged variable measuring the number of employees,

dieren e between the

urrent year and the year of enterprise

Age

is

al ulated as the

reation.

Provided that ownership stru ture is a relevant fa tor in determining performan e,
we introdu e a variable named
ownership stru ture. It

Group

whi h des ribes the situation of a rm given its

Group1 ), onontrol (Group3 ).

an be independent (referen e), head of a group (

Group2 ) or an ordinary subsidiary without any
Export as an additional explanatory variable of growth, a dummy for
h exported in the period. Year is introdu ed to take into a ount the on-

trolled by a group (
We introdu e
rms whi

jun ture ee ts.
Firm level variables

In addition to the environmental set of determinants, rm level variables are introdu ed.

LabCost

dened as wages and related

inuen e of the labor

Prod

harges by employee,

ost on rm growth. Its natural

onsiders the

omplement, produ tivity noted

dened as the value added amount per employee is taken into a

ount. Finan-

ial stru ture has been proven to be a serious determinant of small and medium sized
rms (Devereux and S hiantarelli 1989, Be

hetti

1995). We therefore use

(the ratio of total nan ial debt to total liabilities) and

TradeDebt

FinDebt

(the ratio of trade

debt to total liabilities) as variables representing the nan ing s heme of the rms.
They are

ompleted by

Prot, a lagged variable measuring annual prot.The latter is

approximated by the return on equity that is equals to the ratio of net prot to equity.
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Expe ted
sign

Name

Denition

Ind1

Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of food produ ts, beverages and
toba o produ ts and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of textiles, wearing apparel,
leather and related produ ts and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of wood and paper produ ts;
printing and reprodu tion of re orded media and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of hemi als and hemi al produ ts, Rubber, plasti produ ts and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of basi metals and fabri ated
metal produ ts, ex ept ma hinery and equipment, and other nonmetalli
mineral produ ts and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of ma hinery; Manufa ture of
ele tri al, omputer and ele troni equipment and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Manufa ture of transport equipment and 0
otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Other manufa turing industries and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Ile de Fran e (Paris region) and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if North-West and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if North-East and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if South-West and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if South-East and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if Centre and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equal 1 if the rm is a group's head ompany and 0
otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if the rm is a subsidiary ompany ontrolled
(more than 50% of equity) by a group and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equals 1 if less than one half of rm's equity is ontrolled
by at least one other rm
Independent rm
Number of employees
Firm's age equals to the year of observation minus the date of reation
1997 to 2007 : Time trend introdu ed in the model as an indi ator of
onjun ture with 2007 as referen e
Firms whi h exported in the period. Dummy variable that equals 1 if the
enterprise exports and 0 otherwise

Ind2
Ind3
Ind4
Ind5
Ind6
Ind7
Ind8
Area1
Area2
Area3
Area4
Area5
Area6
Group1
Group2
Group3
Group4
Size
Age
Year
Export

Table 1: Stru tural and environment variables
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6= 0
6= 0
6= 0
6= 0

ref.
6= 0
6= 0
6= 0

ref.
6= 0
6= 0
6= 0
6= 0
6= 0
+
+
+
ref.
6= 0
+

We introdu e it to measure its impa t on growth net of the ee t of

ex-ante

market

power (details, table 2 below).

Expe ted
sign

Name

Denition

LabCost

Total employment expenditures (wages and related harges)
per employee
Value added per employee
Ratio of trade debt to total liabilities
Ratio of total nan ial debt to total liabilities
Ratio of net prot to equity

Prod
TradeDeb t
FinDebt
Prot

+
+
+
+

Table 2: Firm level variables

3.2

Presentation of the sample

The sample used in this study is a balan ed panel of 12811 rms belonging to the
Fren h manufa turing industry observed over 11 year from 1997 to 2007, whi h results
in 140921 observations at the pooled level.

In the rst year we apply jointly two

onditions to sele t a sample that satises the usual denition of small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs). So, the sample is limited to rms having between 10 and
250 employees and a hieving less than or equal to 40 000 millions of Euros as annual
turnover. Over the rest of the period, both employees and turnover of sele ted rms
are allowed to vary without any

onstraint. Although the panel of rms obtained in

the beginning of the period is subje t to some sele tion problems, this pro edure keeps
out enterprises without any employee (self employment) and new

reations that may

represent interesting questions but remain outside the interest of the present work.
Furthermore, having a balan ed panel of SMEs make possible to assess the within
individual variation in terms of growth with respe t to time, an aspe t that was rarely
explored in the previous works.
A

ording to the Fren h industry

lassi ation (NAF rev. 1, 2003, 60 items) that

aggregates se tors in referen e to the homogeneity of their a tivities, our nal sample
is divided into the following sub-se tors ( f. table 3 bellow).

3.3

E onometri

modeling of the probability to grow

Among the problems en ountered to determine the fa tors that ae t rm growth, the
heterogeneity of data used to study

orporate growth and the methods employed by

authors to explore it are often highlighted. It remains that the empiri al approa hes
hosen to investigate rm growth play the main role in determining the nal ndings.
The raison for this is that the empiri al distribution of growth rates does not follow a
normal distribution (Bottazzi and Se

hi 2006b). Consequently, the use of the standard

linear regression method is not adequate in this

ase. There is a great heterogeneity

in growth rates among rms leading to a skewed distribution. One solution to this
problem is the use of te hniques that a

ount for heterogeneity in the data.

For

instan e, Coad and Rao (2008) study the link between innovation and sales growth for
in umbent rms in high-te h se tors using a quantile regression approa h that is robust
to several measurement error problems, in luding the presen e of heteroskedasti ity.
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Manufa turing se tors

Total number of
obs. per year

%

1.

Manufa ture of food produ ts, beverages and toba o produ ts

1697

13.25

2.

Manufa ture of textiles, wearing apparel, leather and related
produ ts
Manufa ture of wood and paper produ ts; printing and reprodu tion of re orded media
Manufa ture of hemi als and hemi al produ ts, Rubber, plasti produ ts
Manufa ture of basi metals and fabri ated metal produ ts, exept ma hinery and equipment, and other nonmetalli mineral
produ ts
Manufa ture of ma hinery; Manufa ture of ele tri al, omputer
and ele troni equipment
Manufa ture of transport equipment
Other manufa turing industries

1036

8.09

1740

13.58

1343

10.48

3576

27.91

2354

18.37

410
655
12811

3.20
5.11
100

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Total pooled sample

Table 3: Stru ture of the annual sample's by industrial sub-se tors

The authors put forth that innovation is of

ru ial importan e for a handful of fast-

growth rms.
In this paper we

hoose another te hnique of modeling, namely the multinomial

logit model, in order to investigate the link between the growth rate of employment
in Fren h manufa turing rms and a set of explanatory variables. This approa h is
original for at least two reasons.

In addition to the fa t that growth is a strategi

de ision that suggests the use of probabilisti
model

dis rete

hoi es, the use of a non-linear

an distinguish better the impa t of predi tors on the dependent variable, even

if the former have a skewed distribution.

Moreover, the data in our own database

are available for several years whi h allows us to use a more
model that

to repeated data) and

ontrols for their stable

hange with time). Following the work of Be
of strategi

ompli ated but realisti

an jointly adjusts for the la k of independen e in the observations (due
hara teristi s (features that do not

hetti and Trovato (2002) we test a set

variables in addition to stru tural variables su h as age and size that have

been used in the most previous studies. Our study diers from theirs insofar instead
of using

ross se tion database we have a pooled panel sample's at our disposal.

In the multinomial logisti
els. A

regression approa h there are two wide families of mod-

ording to the type of the dependent variable, we distinguish between ordered

and unordered models. We

onsider a

ategori al response variable

yit that

an take on

more than two values. Assuming that those values are integers ranging from 1 to

pitj = P rob(yit) = j .

probability on explanatory variables
a natural ordering of

J

xit .

To do so, the solution

onsists in

umulative logit model or proportional

odds model (for formal details on this family of models

f. Agresti 1990). This model

assumes a variable's ee t on the odds of dependent variable below

j

onsidering

ategories. The most widely used model when the dependent

variable is an ordered response variable is the

same for all

J , let

What is needed at this stage is to model the dependen e of this

whi h gives only one

ategory

j

is the

oe ient for ea h explanatory variable in the

empiri al estimation. Hosmer and Lemeshow (1980) propose the s ore test to verify
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this hypothesis. Our rst investigations using a

umulative logit model indi ate that

the hypothesis of a proportional odds model does not hold referring to Hosmer and
Lemshow test. It is re ommended in this
unordered version,

ase to use a less

onstrained model in an

alled the multinomial logit model or the generalized logit model

whi h allow predi tors ee ts to vary a ross

ategories

j.

Note that one of the interests of this paper is to assess the inter-individual heterogeneity, sin e the data are indexed with an individual and a time dimension. The
multinomial logit model extended to in lude xed ee ts

log
Where

µit



pij
piJ



= µit + βj xitj + αij

an be written as follows:

j = 1, ..., J − 1

is an inter ept that allowed varying with time, and

parameters to be estimated.

αi

(1)

β

is a ve tor of

refers to all dieren es between individuals that are

stable over time. It is assumed in addition that for ea h individual

i, yi1

and

independent. The empiri al equation that will be estimated from the data

yi2

are

an then

be written as follows:

log



pij
piJ



= αij + γ1j Sizeit−1 + γ2j Ageit + γ3j Exportit + γ4j Group1it + γ5j Group2it
+γ6j Group3it + Dkj Areai + Dkj Indi + β1j P rodit + β2j P rof itit−1
+β3j LabCostit + β4j F inDebtit + β5j T radeDebtit + β6j Y ear

(2)

where,

Sizet−1 :

lagged size of the rm;

Age : rm age;
Export : exporting rm ;
Group1 : head of a group;
Group2 : subsidiary ompanies (with more than 50%
Group3 : subsidiary ompanies with minority ontrol;
Areak :

geographi al lo ation of the enterprise (k

ontrolled equity);

= 1, ..., 6).

Be ause the number

of hanges in lo ation during the observed period is marginal, this variable is kept
onstant over the period.

Indk :

se toral rm aliation (k

a tivity, this variable is kept

= 1, ..., 8).

Considering the marginal

hanges in

onstant over time;

Prod : labor produ tivity;
LabCost : Labor osts ratio;
FinDebt : Finan ial debt ratio;
TradeDebt : Commer ial debt ratio;
P rof itt−1

Year :

: Lagged net protability;

Time trend, from 1997 to 2007.

In this study, the dependent variable is

onsidered as a latent variable be ause it

is not observed dire tly. Instead of using a quantitative dependent variable (due to
the problems of linear modeling of the growth rates mentioned above), a
variable is

ategori al

onstru ted observing the empiri al distribution of the annual growth rates.

Annual growth rates are

al ulated as the dieren e in the logarithm of employment
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between two su

essive years. Representing the empiri al distribution of growth rates

by a kernel estimation ( f. Appendix A), we

an observe that the distribution is not

so normal, rather it is tent-shaped. At rst glan e, we
of rms, a

an distinguish three groups

ording to their growth regimes. The main group is represented by rms

that present a growth rate os illating around 0. This group
with

stationary growth.

It

an be labeled as rms

ontains rms that have not grown at all and those whi h

perform a slightly positive or negative growth eort. The se ond group, situated on the
left side of the distribution, refers to rms experien ing net de rease in employment.
In the opposite side, there is a third group of rms that have performed a net positive
growth, more than 1 per ent per year. Furthermore, regarding the distribution tail's
we observe that the right tail is signi antly longer than the left one.
to

That leads

onsider there is a small portion of rms that perform a very high growth rate

ompared to the other groups.

It is then worthwhile to identify this forth group of

hampions.

rms in the analysis; let's name them the

As a result, the multi- ategori al dependent variable
bution of growth rates of

Y

Y′

obtained from the distri-

presents four possible levels ordered as follows:


1



2
Y′ =

3



4

if
if
if
if

Y < −0.01,
− 0.01 =< Y < 0.01,
0.01 =< Y < 0.2,
Y >= 0.2.

Su h an ordering ts with a multinomial logisti model whi h ompares J − 1
′
ategory, in this ase, Y = 1. It estimates the impa t of

ategories to the referen e

predi tors on the odds of being in ea h

3.4

ategory,

ompared to the referen e

Estimation method

In the logisti

regression it is

ommonly supposed that observations are independent.

In the empiri al appli ations however, many

ases

individuals are observed on several time intervals.

orrespond to situations in whi h
It

an then be expe ted a la k

of independen e of repeated observations for ea h individual.
the

ategory.

orrelation

an well estimate model parameters, but the standard error estimators

an be seriously biased (Agresti 2007).
onsidered to

Analyses that ignore

Another estimation te hnique may thus be

ir umvent this problem. In addition to this issue, the dataset

repeated data whi h permit to a

ount for inter-individual heterogeneity.

ontains
Su h an

opportunity to rene the analysis may be exploited in two possible ways.

Either

implementing a linear model adding for instan e a dummy variable for ea h individual,
to obtain the

lsdv estimation or testing a non-linear model su

that permits to distinguish dierent
of logisti
with a

lasses of the dependent variable.

regression as the modeling te hnique in this resear h, has to

ouple of problems whose the main one is the so

(Neyman and S ott 1948). It o
whi h is

h as logisti

urs espe ially when

T

regression
The

hoi e

ope however

alled in idental parameters

is xed and

N

goes to innity

ommon in many panel data appli ations. In these situations the number of

parameters in a model in luding dummy variables (xed ee ts) is in reasing at the
same rate as the sample size, while the assumption underlying the maximum likelihood
estimator assumes that parameters remain
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onstant as the sample in reases.

Chamberlain (1980) suggests a solution to this problem
likelihood fun tion that

onsisting in a

onditional

onditions on a set of su ient statisti s for the in idental

parameters. The main idea is to reformulate the likelihood fun tion so that it takes
away the individual spe i

sij =

ee ts

αij

from equation (2). The su ient statisti

for

αij

P

t yitj , whi h represents the o urren es of the number of observations in any
of the four groups of events, when yitj = 1 if individual i has hosen j and 0 otherwise.
is

By

onditioning on

sij

this model an be estimated by

onditional maximum likelihood.

Unfortunately there is no available software routine's to perform this estimate. It is
thus ne essary to nd a palliative solution.
Following the alternative method suggested by Allison (2005), the
unordered multinomial logisti
hood using

an be estimated by the

pro surveylogisti

sas system.

of

observations due to repeated data and

oe ients of

onventional maximum likeli-

It adjusts for dependen e among

ontrols for stable

hara teristi s. In addition

to usual tests, it also provides standard errors and test statisti s

ompatible with de-

penden e among repeated observations. Spe i ally, the approa h proposed
in estimating a hybrid model that

ombines two variable

equation, through the de omposition of the variables that

individual

and

variations is
tation

between-individual

omponents into a single
hange over time in

within-

variations. The distin tion between inter and intra

ommon in the analysis of

lustered data (for a syntheti

formal presen-

f. Neuhaus and Kalbeis h 1998).

In the present study, the individual (enterprise) is regarded as a

1, ..., n(n = 12811).
whi h is repeated t
and those that
luster

i,

luster

i =

Ea h individual is distinguished by a unique identi ation number,
times

(T = 11)

identied. Variables that do not
the

onsists

inside the

luster i. Two kinds of variables

an be

hange over time su h as the rm se toral aliation

hange over time. The rst type of variables has the same value a ross

i.e.

Xit = X̄i

for all unit

t.

The ee t on the response of varying-time

variables is de omposed in 1) an overall ee t measured by the mean
ee t of deviations from the average

al ulated as

Xit − X̄i .

X̄i

and 2) the

The main advantage to

do so, is the opportunity to use simultaneously the time-varying and time-invariant
ovariates su h as geographi al lo ation or se toral spe ialization in the present work.
In addition, as re ommended by Neuhaus and Kalbeis h (1998), a test of the signifi an e of the dieren e between the two ee t types will be implemented. A family
of models that is

lose to this form of modeling is the generalized mixed models. But

in this approa h, authors generally assume that the two types of ee t are the same
so that they do not distinguish between and within
that in orre tly assume
asso iation of

ommon ee ts

ovariates with response (

luster

ovariate ee ts. Models

an lead to very misleading assessments of the

ibid.).

The results of the hybrid model (HMN) will be

ompared to estimates from the

multinomial logit model (MN) using the pooled sample. We dis uss them in the next
se tion.

4 Results and dis ussion
In order to assess the ee ts of stru tural and environmental variables on one hand
and of strategi

variables on the other, two kinds of models have been estimated;

a multinomial logit that

ontains variables with intra-individual and inter-individual

variations ( f. appendix B) and an unordered multinomial logit estimated on pooled
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sample ( f. appendix C). At this stage of the analysis, two warnings should be expressed. Firstly, we primarily fo us on the results provided by the hybrid multinomial
model and we

ompare them to the estimates given by the unordered multinomial

logit. The test below the table 5 (see appendix B) indi ates that we should reje t the
null hypothesis that the deviation

oe ients are equal to the

e ients. A

on entrate our attention on deviation

sin e they

ordingly, we should

ontrol for stable

orresponding mean

oe ients,

hara teristi s of individuals. Firstly, these estimates

be interpreted in the same way than the

oe ients given by the

oan

onditional logisti

regression. Se ondly, the interpretation of the results rests upon the idea that the ri hest and the more reliable information is provided by the

oe ients asso iated to the

within form of the variables. There are however two ex eptions that
ern the variables Age and Group. Even if they were remained free to

ommonly

time, these variables appear to be very sti ky. The reason to that is obvious a
to

Age

but rather surprising

on erning

Group.

In this

on-

hange over the
ording

ase, things happen as on e

entered in a group, a rm never be omes independent again so that the only one and
rare movements
subsidiaries (

on ern mergers and a quisitions that in rease the relative weights of

Group2

and

Group3 )

ompared to independent entities (

Group1 ).

Let's rst examine the stru tural variables asso iated to hypothesis 1 to 4. The rst
hypotheses we put
variable

on ern the rm environment. Looking at the

Area, it appears

oe ients of the

learly that lo ation matters in explaining rm growth, what

onrms thus the hypothesis H1A. Whatever the te hnique used, Paris region is

learly

the most favorable lo ation for high growth SMEs. In no other pla e the probability a
rm grow fast is higher. For the other regions, the results are almost the same in both
models. North-West and South-West are the only areas to present positive

oe ients

for rms whose growth rate is positive but not very high. The North-East region and in
a lesser extent the
the

entre of Fran e, two old industries regions, suer of a real drawba k:

oe ients asso iated to the group of rms that exhibit a growth rate between 1

and 20% a year are either negative or not signi ant. Environment intervenes thus as a
determinant of individual growth. The variable
a

Export (hypothesis H1B) does not have

lear- ut ee t. Steady-state rms show a negative and signi ant

orrelation with

exporting during the period. On the opposite, fast growing rms exhibit a positive
sign.

The hypothesis H1B should then be

onrmed; however the

signi ant for the high growth rms. Exporting has thus

oe ient is not

omplex relationship with

rm growth: the market size is not enough to explain performan es.
Still

onsidering stru tural variables, it is worthwhile to point out that

plays a role in explaining individual growth path. The

Industry

orrelation between the indus-

try and growth rate is quite indierent to the model one refers to.

Two industries

are asso iated to a higher probability to grow positively whatever the ee tive rate
is: Manufa ture of food produ ts, and Manufa ture of ele tri al,
troni

equipment. Two se tors exhibit a positive

only: Manufa ture of

hemi als and

omputer and ele -

oe ient for the high growth rms

hemi al produ ts and, Manufa ture of transport

equipment. Manufa ture of textiles, Manufa ture of wood and paper produ ts, and
Other manufa turing industries mainly exhibit negative
image of old and

oe ients that ts with the

ontested industries.

The previous size of the rm (Sizet−1 ) is always asso iated to a negative and
signi ant sign,

onrming that size plays a negative role in the growth pro ess. The

bigger the rm, the more di ult it is to grow what allows us to
hypothesis 2

onsider that the

annot be reje ted. And this is all the more visible that we
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onsider fast

growing rms ( lass 4) whose odds ratio is smaller than the ones of

lasses 3 and 2.

The deferen es are negligible however. The se ond variable entering in
in a Gibrat's Law perspe tive is the age (
signi antly negative for any
negative

oe ient that

literature. This

In both models, the variable

Age

is

lass of rms. The signi an e of this variable, and the

hara terizes it, is a sign of

ontinuity with the pre eding

onrms the idea that old rms exhibit a weaker growth rate than

young ones what
The variable

Age ).

onsideration

onrms the hypothesis H3.

Groupk (k=

1, ...,4) that

on erned H4 hypothesis, appears to be one

of the most important variables in our analysis. It highlights the
shareholding and

ru ial role played by

orporate stru ture of the rms. Indeed, any legal entity embedded

in a group of rms has a higher probability to be a

hampion than an independent

entity. This positive relationship between the in orporation within a group and the
legal status is espe ially strong for the high growth rms what

onrms the literature

devoted to this question. More generally, heads of groups grow faster than subsidiaries
ompletely

ontrolled whi h, in turn, present a higher probability to exhibit a positive

annual growth rate than independent

ompanies. The hypothesis 4 is thus

onrmed

sin e rms embedded in groups signi antly grow faster than the independent ones.
The last element to take into
onjun ture, identied as
2007,

Year

onsideration

on erning stru tural variables is the

in the model. Results show that when

onjun ture was rarely better

ompared to

on erning rm growth. The probability to grow

very fast is in reased in 2000, 2001 and 2006, indierently to the te hnique used. For
all the other years and whatever the rhythm of the growth, the

onjun ture ee ts are

learly negative. Looking at the odds ratios, it appears the probability to be a fast
growing rm was the weakest in 1998, 2002, 2003, and 2004.
Besides the stru tural variable dis ussed above, we have tested hypotheses referring
to strategi

indi ators. Resulting from management de isions, these variables involve

a growth pro ess whi h is not due to
The rst

omments

and the statisti s

han e.

on ern the role played by the labor produ tivity. The signs

onrm hypothesis H5; the labor produ tivity is positively

orrelated

to the rate of growth but not for high growth rms. Moreover, the estimated ee t is
weak. The role played by labor for e is
variable

LabCost.

onrmed by the

oe ient asso iated to the

As expe ted, it exerts a negative inuen e on growth. The stronger

the growth, the higher the absolute value of both

oe ients. These results suggest

that management teams undertake a tions to optimize fa tors endowments. Su h a
strategy produ es positive ee ts on labor e ien y (
labor

osts (

LabCost ).

Prod )

and allows a de rease in

Let's point out that the relationship is the same kind whatever

the te hnique we refer to.
These eorts on produ tive variables have a nan ial ounterpart. One may observe
it looking at the two nan ial variables introdu ed in the model in a

ordan e with

hypothesis H6. The dieren es between the MN and the HMN models are never as
important as for these variables. The positive relationship between nan ial debt and
growth is not
the MN model

onrmed for high growth SMEs, even if the between

omponent and

ontradi t this result. A quite dierent result is observed about trade

debt. It is positively

orrelated to growth for

ompanies whose growth rate ex eeds

1% a year whereas it is not signi ant, at a pin h negative, for rms whose growth rate
is

lose to 0. One

an then

growth so that these

on lude that

reditors are somehow relu tant to nan e

ompanies are obliged to use trade debt as a substitute to nan ial

debt. For the steady state group, nan ial debt is asso iated to a signi antly negative
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oe ient what leads us to the

on lusion that below a

nan ial resour es does not grant any e onomi
Thanks to the introdu tion of the variable

ertain level, an in rease in

advantage.

P rof itt−1 , we

aimed at testing the rela-

tionship between a lagged prot indi ator and growth as presented about hypothesis
H7. As in most of previous studies, this relation is not statisti ally signi ant ex ept
for fast growing rms what tends to

onrm the intuition that these

upon equity or shareholders to nan e their development.

ompanies rest

For the 2 other

lasses,

prot does not play any role.
Besides the results

on erning the variables, it appears from the

tween the two models that MN model tends to underestimate both
nitude and the

omparison beoe ients mag-

orresponding standard errors. That is why we fo used primarily on

HMN estimates ex ept for quasi-xed variables.

Looking at the signs of the

oe-

ients and their statisti al signi an e we note some dieren es espe ially for the high
growth rms. Although in the HMN model the in rease in produ tivity redu es nonsigni antly the

han e to be a high growth rm, this ee t appears to be positive

and highly signi ant in the MN model. Another example of the additional pre ision
permitted by the HMN model

on erns the ee t of nan ial debts. It results from the

MN model that an in rease in debts enhan es (with a slight magnitude) the probability
to be a high growth rm, while this ee t is non-signi ant in the HMN estimate.

5 Con lusion
In this paper, our purpose was to go beyond the Gibrat's law.
tion is that rm growth is not only a random pro ess; strategi

Our main assump-

de isions intervene as

explanatory fa tors of individual dieren es. To support this idea, we
stru tural variables usually tested in the literature by strategi
ables. Indeed, depending on management de isions, strategi
growth performan es what ex ludes a phenomenon due to

omplemented

and individual vari-

variables determine rm
han e only.

To in rease the robustness of our results, we also worked with a very large sample
(a

ohort

ounting 12 811 rms a tive between 1997 and 2007 employing more than

10 employees in the rst year of observation). As already des ribed by prior literature,
this huge database allows us to

ir umvent the problems of sensibility of models to the

size of the sample. Last but not least, working with a

ohort of a tive rms permits

to avoid the problem of survivorship bias.
Our empiri al ndings seem to show that organization, produ tive optimization,
and nan ing stru ture are key determinants in the growth pro ess of industrial SMEs.
The eviden e we brought highlights the importan e of a set of variables in determining the rate of growth. The joint ee t of nan ial linkages,

redit availability, and

produ tive e ien y is inasmu h important that we look at high growth SMEs. But
some limits and

aveats remain. They

on ern the preeminent role played by stru -

tural variables (industry, and legal stru ture). A large share of the observed growth
depends on these two variables what is
so iated. As a

learly visible looking at the odds-ratios as-

orrelated ee t, the inuen e exerted by strategi

variables appears

se ondary only. The stru ture of the sample may explain a part of this phenomenon.
Even if all the rms belong to manufa turing industries, we may expe t dieren es in
sub se toral growth paths. These ee ts should be so strong that they minor the role
of strategi

fa tors. A formal solution

ould
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onsist either in narrowing the s ope of

the analysis to some subparts of the sample only or to breakdown our database using
a more disaggregated industry

lassi ation. In both

low number of individuals remaining in ea h

ases, the problem

on erns the

lass.

Although independent, these variables should be

onsistent with management prin-

iples. Further empiri al investigation remains to be done to understand better the role
played by shareholding, organization and nan ing. More parti ularly, future resear h
should fo us upon the nature of rm organization and upon its ee t on growth.
A rst dire tion

ould

ee ts between labor and

onsist in sorting out substitution and
apital intensity.

the rm, the highest the growth.
labor

ost de reases per

omplementarity

We observed that the more produ tive

The same favorable relationship exists between

apita and growth. These two fa ts should indu e de reasing

returns due to the substitution ee t (Penrose ee t). Nothing allows us to
this way. One

on lude

an wonder if qualitative phenomena are not taking over. Fast growing

rms should then be submitted to
be ome more e ient.

hanges in return to s ale what allow them to

Following an evolutionist approa h (Kaldor-Verdoon ee t),

growing rms also experiment new forms of organization that are not only responsible
for an in reased produ tivity but give them an a
too. A se ond possibility
rms a

ould

ess to new market and resour es

onsist in analyzing in depth the nan ial stru ture of

ording to their observed growth rates. It should then allow de iding whether

nan ing strategy is part of the determinants of future growth.
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- Average growth rate over the whole period (1997-2007) (rst graphi on the left) followed by
annual growth rate estimates density per year.
- Growth rate is measured as a dieren e of logarithms of employment between two su essive
years.
Table 4: Kernel density estimation (Epane hnikov kernel)
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B Hybrid multinomial logit model (HMN)
Variables

α

Size
Produ tivity
Prot
Labor osts
Finan ial debt
Trade debt
Export
Age
Group1
Group2
Group3
Industry1
Industry2
Industry3
Industry4
Industry6
Industry7
Industry8
Dummies Area
Dummies Year

Within variation
Stationary
Slow
High
growth
growth
growth
0.15
(0.114)
-0.01***
(0.002)
0.004***
(0.0009)
-0.00007
(0.00005)
-0.06***
(0.004)
-0.004***
(0.001)
0.0003
(0.002)
0.006
(0.037)
0.001
(0.004)
0.005
(0.071)
-0.14
(0.044)
-0.11*
(0.057)
0.09***
(0.020)
-0.03
(0.023)
0.05***
(0.018)
0.01
(0.0206)
0.05***
(0.017)
0.06*
(0.035)
-0.03
(0.026)

-0.13
(0.089)
-0.02***
(0.002)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.00002
(0.00003)
-0.10***
(0.003)
-0.005***
(0.00106)
0.009***
(0.001)
0.13***
(0.034)
0.006
(0.005)
-0.036
(0.059)
-0.05
(0.040)
-0.06
(0.049)
0.03*
(0.017)
-0.16***
(0.020)
-0.03**
(0.02)
0.03
(0.018)
0.05***
(0.014)
0.02
(0.028)
-0.05**
(0.022)

-0.88***
(0.170)
-0.06***
(0.007)
-0.0003
(0.002)
0.00005**
(0.00002)
-0.20***
(0.007)
0.0005
(0.002)
0.02***
(0.003)
0.26***
(0.068)
0.01
(0.016)
0.10
(0.115)
-0.11
(0.074)
-0.10
(0.092)
0.08**
(0.031)
-0.05
(0.039)
0.01
(0.030)
0.15***
(0.031)
0.15***
(0.026)
0.11**
(0.051)
0.04
(0.043)

DF
33
0.15
0.07
86106

Chisq
1252.97

p -value

Fixed ee ts vs.
Random ee ts test
R2 (Cox and Snell)
R2 (M Fadden)
Number of obs used

Between variation
Stationary
Slow
High
growth
growth
growth
-0.003***
(0.0004)
0.007***
(0.001)
-0.00005
(0.00005)
-0.0001
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.0009)
-0.003***
(0.0009)
-0.28***
(0.031)
-0.002***
(0.0005)
-0.32***
(0.070)
-0.41***
(0.033)
-0.38***
(0.060)

0.002***
(0.0003)
0.01***
(0.001)
0.00003*
(0.00002)
-0.002
(0.002)
0.0004
(0.0008)
0.005***
(0.0008)
-0.07**
(0.028)
-0.006***
(0.0005)
0.04
(0.058)
-0.19***
(0.029)
-0.03
(0.052)

-0.007***
(0.001)
0.008***
(0.002)
0.000003
(0.00008)
-0.03***
(0.004)
0.008***
(0.001)
0.01***
(0.001)
-0.20***
(0.049)
-0.017***
(0.001)
0.40***
(0.103)
0.01
(0.055)
0.20**
(0.088)

0.0000

***, **, *: indi ate signi an e at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respe tively. Standard errors are in
parentheses.
Table 5: Estimates for hybrid multinomial logit model of the probability to grow with
dierent growth patterns
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C Multinomial logit model (MN)
Variables
α

Size
Produ tivity
Prot
Labor osts
Finan ial debt
Trade debt
Export
Age
Group1
Group2
Group3
Industry1
Industry2
Industry3
Industry4
Industry6
Industry7
Industry8
Dummies Area
Dummies Year
(Cox and Snell)
(M Fadden)
Number of obs used

R2
R2

Stationary growth

Slow growth

High growth

0.27***
(0.058)
-0.005***
(0.0002)
0.006***
(0.0005)
-0.00007
(0.0002)
-0.01***
(0.001)
-0.003***
(0.0006)
-0.003***
(0.0007)
-0.16***
(0.022)
-0.0008*
(0.0005)
-0.15***
(0.042)
-0.26***
(0.023)
-0.24***
(0.038)
0.14***
(0.034)
-0.18***
(0.039)
0.11***
(0.030)
0.007
(0.036)
0.10***
(0.029)
0.11**
(0.059)
-0.13***
(0.047)

0.48***
(0.050)
-0.0003**
(0.0001)
0.008***
(0.0004)
0.00002
(0.00005)
-0.02***
(0.001)
-0.002***
(0.0005)
0.005***
(0.0006)
0.05***
(0.020)
-0.004***
(0.0004)
0.11***
(0.035)
-0.01
(0.019)
0.02***
(0.031)
0.006
(0.030)
-0.45***
(0.034)
-0.06**
(0.027)
0.06**
(0.029)
0.12***
(0.024)
0.03
(0.049)
-0.17***
(0.039)

0.30***
(0.100)
-0.006***
(0.0004)
0.007***
(0.0007)
0.00004
(0.00005)
-0.069***
(0.002)
0.005***
(0.0008)
0.01***
(0.001)
0.03
(0.035)
-0.02***
(0.001)
0.53***
(0.066)
0.26***
(0.037)
0.23***
(0.058)
0.09
(0.054)
-0.35***
(0.066)
-0.02
(0.053)
0.36***
(0.054)
0.32***
(0.047)
0.25***
(0.087)
-0.07
(0.074)

0.08
0,03
86106

***, **, *: indi ate signi an e at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respe tively. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Table 6: Estimates for multinomial logit model of the probability to grow with dierent
growth patterns
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